
AGRICULTURAL F ARM - TRIAL & DEMONSTRATION 
 
The agricultural farms are very supportive to different  Human Resource Development Activities of the 

Institute.  It acts as an integral part of the SAMETI/ 

ATC in its  effective training, demonstration, trial and 

source of  quality seeds for the farmers. Farm 

planning, management  of agricultural farm etc. are 

also other important lessons  to many entrepreneurs/ 

agri-business minded persons. During the reporting 

period, the farm was very  effectively used for training 

for field-based technology  dissemination, like - 

system of rice intensification,  drumseeder rice 

culture, direct dry seeded rice culture,  scientific 

cultivation of different pulses, oilseeds, vegetables, 

operation of power reaper, transplanter,  conoweeder 

etc. In the last year, the farm scientifically grew different  varieties of rice on 32 acres, mustard (2 

varieties) on 5  acres, pulses (Black gram, Green gram and red gram) on  one acre, maize on 0.75 acre, 

vegetables (31 different  types) on 7 acres, flowers of more than 15 different types  on one acre and fruit 

like papaya, banana etc. on one  acre. Most of the cultivated plots also were acted as  demonstration plot, 

specially to maintain for SRI,  drumseeder, exotic vegetables (Broccoli, selary, zucchini,  Brussels sprout, 

red cabbage, cherry tomato, leek etc. In collaboration with horticulture department, special    



demonstration was done on onion cultivation on variety ‘Agri-found light Red’ and Sukh sagar in one acre.  

On about 2 acres, demonstration is going on ‘organic farming’ in collaboration with School of Agriculture  

and Rural Development of Vivekananda University. More than 700 farmers from different district of West  

Bengal and other states visited those 

demonstrations. 

Trial had been conducted on maintenance of 
Germ plasm of traditional rice varieties like 
Gobindobhog,  Badshabhog, Lilabati, Kalonunia 
and other 12 more varieties.Another trial was 
done on effect of different  types of mulch on high 
value vegetables like broccoli etc. Effect of 
nutrient  management, specially  praying  of 
potassium and micronutrient on green gram was 
also done. All the trial/experiments were done in   
collaboration with the School of Agriculture and 
rural development of Vivekananda University. 
Quality seed production was conducted in 

collaboration with the West Bengal State Seed Certification  Agency, Dept. of Agriculture on Rice Verities, 
like- MTU-7029, IET-5656, Swarna sub-1, NC-492, IET-  4786, Basmati F-6 and Mustard variety: Bhagirathi 
and B-9.  
 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 


